
Feedback for GWM Tutor Training – Level 1 Batch 1 

 

 

What is the one main thing you learnt from this program? 

• Maths is not just solving on paper can be learnt easily through concepts. Lasts for life time. 

• The basics of Number concepts should be strengthened first and it will be easier to take the   

child through to the succeeding levels. 

• To keep things simple and to focus on the child's perspective. 

• Every math concept has a practical application. 

• How to teach maths in a simple and interesting way to the child 

• Maths is everywhere and kids should be made aware of it. There are many fun ways of 

teaching maths. 

• I learnt teaching math in easy method and activity based. 

• Relating maths in real life. Comparison stories 

 

 



 

Overall Comments: 

 Imparted great concepts. Right from pre number concepts to friends of numbers. I feel that 

these concepts are helpful to not just for the children with special needs, but also the main 

stream. I would definitely suggest that all the maths teacher’s especially pre-primary 

teachers in the main stream schools also, to attend this program so that they would teach 

the children the same way instead of how we learnt. 

 

 The program was conducted very well and it was very informative. The sessions were very 

interactive. I think it will be very useful once I start my classes again with my kids. Thanks a 

lot for the wonderful experience.  

 

 Wonderful program; Coordinated and presented very lively and interesting; I never felt like 

having a break at all in the 2 hours duration. It was an eye-opener to understand that 

prioritizing the child's perspective, not only while teaching math but in all aspects, is the 

most important one. 

 

 Assignments n journal really help us to know what we understood.  Or explain pre number 

concept. We need a flow chart it will be really helpful. 

 

 More time for discussion of the assignments given after completion - More time for 

activities like role play etc. 

 

 The sessions were explained clearly. There was coherence between topics. The overall 

connection of the topics with maths was brought out well. Now, I need time to assimilate 

whatever I learnt and practice on my kid. And only when I practice, will I get more doubts. 

So, if there can be channel for interaction with you, it would be very helpful. 

 

 It was really good and helpful. 

 

 Well-presented programme. Facilitator was very clear with the content and very well 

delivered. Very much approachable and interactive. Looking forward for the next session. 

Thank you Diksa 

 


